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ABSTRACT 

It is no of doubt; the output of Example Based Machine 

Translation is always consequence of adaptation procedure 

over retrieved examples. There are always scopes for refining 

the resources structure of retriever examples. In this paper, we 

will describe an efficient approach to organize English-Hindi 

parallel examples taken from online available machine 

translation system instead of any linguistic database and its 

implementation towards English-Hindi Example-Based 

Machine Translation.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For generating the quality output of Example Based Machine 

Translation (EBMT), a systematic organization and an 

efficient implementation of English-Hindi parallel examples 

are always needed for adaptation retrieved examples. Various 

schemes have been directed with adaptation aspect likes based 

on phrase and word modification [1], difference in segments 

of input sentence and example sentence [2], full and partial 

case [3], case-based reasoning [4], share lexical items with the 

input [5], the structural similarity between the input and 

example sentence [6], and many other are found in literature, 

e.g. GEBMT [7-10], EDGAR [11] and TTL [12].  

However, ten adaptation operations [13] are identified for 

modifying retrieved examples. We select only five adaptation 

operations as constituent Word Replacement (WR), 

constituent Word Addition (WA), constituent Word Deletion 

(WD), Suffix Addition (SA), and Copy (CP) and implement 

adaptation procedure on ranked retrieved phrase-word 

examples first matched first tune-up basis. 

We also developed a prototype English-Hindi EBMT and 

English-Hindi parallel examples considering tense and form 

of the verb, Subject/Object functional slot, wh-family 

interrogative sentences and kind of sentences like affirmative, 

negative, interrogative and negative interrogative sentences 

and tested over unknown sentences. The result of proposed 

system is very much promising. In this paper, the second 

section we will describe organization of English-Hindi 

parallel examples as corpus, third section will demonstrate the 

implementation of adaptation in English-Hindi machine 

translation and forth section will concludes. 

2. ORGANIZATION OF ENGLISH-

HINDI EXAMPLES 
Initially, we select   sentences from open dictionary available 

at IIIT Hyderabad web site [14] and generate tagging 

sentences using geniatagger [15] and use as English examples. 

Later we translate these English sentences in Hindi using 

translation support system [16] and google indic online 

translation software [17] and use as parallel Hindi examples. 

In following section, we will explore organization of verb 

morphology, adjective morphology and possessive 

morphology used in parallel English-Hindi example 

sentences. 

2.1 Verb Morphology 
An English-Hindi verb morphological variations depend on 

pronoun (1st person (I/PRP), 2nd person (You/PRP) and 3rd  

person (He/PRP, She/PRP)), tense(Present, Past, Future) and 

form of verb (base (VB), 3sg pres (VBZ), gerund (VBG), past 

(VBD), past participle (VBN)). 

Consider a case for Same Tense (ST), Same Verb (SV) and 

Different Person Pronoun (DPP). Let the input sentence is 

“She goes” and retrieved example sentence is “He goes”. 

After Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging, Input Sentence becomes 

as “She/PRP go+/She_VBZ and retrieved example sentence 

becomes as “He/PRP go+/He_VBZ. So, for adaptation 

process, operations WR (for She as in Hindi   vah), CP (for go 

as in Hindi jaa) and SA (for She_VBZ as in Hindi tI hO ) are 

applied as illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of Verb Morphology in English 

Sentence 

Since we are not using operation SR, so by default operation 

SA will be invoked in every suffix case. Similarly for other 

combinations of tense, its form and person pronoun, different 

operation combinations are summarized as illustrated in 

Table-1. 

Table 1. Illustration of Other Verb Morphology in English 

Sentences 
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*DT (Different Tense), DV (Different Verb), DPP (Different 

Personal Pronoun) 

Verb morphology for such cases are organized in three 

columns, 1st column is used for English Examples, 2nd 

column is used for Hindi Examples and 3rd column is used 

for mapping English-Hindi Examples as illustrated in Table-2 

and Hindi Suffix are organized in two columns, 1st column is 

used for English Sentence Structure and 2nd column is used 

as equivalent in Hindi Suffix as illustrated in Table-3. 

Table 2. Illustration of English-Hindi Examples 

 

Table 3. Illustration of English-Hindi Verb Suffix 

 

2.2 Adjective Morphology 
English-Hindi adjective morphological variations depend on 

its next word’s POS as number (singular (S) and plural (P)) of 

noun’s gender (masculine singular/plural noun 

(NNM/NNSM) and feminine singular/plural noun 

(NNF/NNSF)). Let us consider segment of English input 

sentence as “good boy” and retrieved chunk as “good girl”. 

After Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging, Input Sentence becomes 

as “good/JJ_NNM boy/NNM and retrieved example sentence 

becomes as “good/JJ_NNF girl/NNF. So, for adaptation 

process, operations CP (for good as in Hindi  AcC), SA (for 

JJ_NNSM as in Hindi a) and WR (for boy as in Hindi laDka) 

are applied as illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Illustration of Adjective English Word 

The English-Hindi examples with adjective word are 

organized in three columns table as illustrated in Table 4 and 

organization of its suffixes is illustrated in Table 5. 

Table 4. Illustration of English-Hindi Adjective Examples 

 

Table 5. Illustration of English-Hindi Adjective Suffix 

 

2.3 Possessive Case Morphology 
The possessive case morphological variations depend on 

pronoun (pronoun (1st person (my/PRP$), 2nd person 

(your/PRP$) and 3rd person (his/PRP$, her/PRP$)) and its 

next adjective (JJ) or/and noun as my brother or my good 

brother. Consider, for input English sentence’s segment as 

“my sister”, the output in Hindi is as “maor_+_ I bahna”. 

Table 6 illustrates required operations for retrieved English 

sentence as “my sister”, “my brother”, “his sister” and Table 7 

and Table 8 illustrates English-Hindi examples and English-

Hindi possessive case suffix respectively.  

Table 6. Illustration of Possessive Case Morphology 
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Table 7. Illustration of English-Hindi Possessive Case 

  

Table 8. Illustration of English-Hindi Possessive Case 

Suffix 

 
3. IMPLEMENTATION  
In example based English-Hindi machine traslation, above 

described methodology of adaptation is effective and reliable. 

Consider a English input sentence as “She punished his 

brother” and its tagging sentence as “She/PRP punished/VBD 

his/PRP$ brother/NNM” and retrived English sentences as 

shown in table 9. Adaptation process for target sentence in 

Hindi is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Table 9. Retrieved English-Hindi examples 

 

1* Example Number, 1:1* EngWordNo:HinWordNo 

 

Figure 2. Illustration of Adjective English Word 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
A novel adaptation scheme EBMT has been developed and 

proposed a systematic organization along with syntactically 

and semantically implementation model of the said system. 

Parallel examples has been also designed using online 

English-Hindi translated TSS and Google Indic system 

instead of any linguistic knowledge and the comparative 

evaluation performance has been carried out. Proposed system 

is resulting satisfactory. 
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